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tsubo vital points for oriental therapy katsusuke - a boon to the health conscious individual this practical volume
introduces the completely natural oriental healing system of tsubo vital points along the body where the energy flow of the
organs tends to stagnate, twelve primary channels lieske - scan through this whole page first click an organ to read
everything about that organ an ancient chinese adage says a tree grows from the roots yin and yang and the five elemental
energies form the main roots in the taoist tree of health and the entire edifice of traditional chinese medicine, massage ca
glossary of massage therapy terms - associations zero foot print links glossary of massage therapy terms here are some
terms you may encounter while looking for a therapist on this page there are three ways in which you can search our
glossary use the alphabetical search option below, miracle cure organic germanium by dr asai - dr kazuhiko asai
published this famous book on germanium in 1980 it was published by japan publications and was out of print by 1989 this
page is the equivalent of 47 pages in a word document you can print by clicking print this page or copy and paste the text
yourself and save to your computer
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